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The table below shows the colour coding used in the report charts. The grouping of regulation reasons into the categories is explained
in the Reporting Assumptions and Descriptions available on the EUROCONTROL website at
(http://www.eurocontrol.int/sites/default/files/publication/performance/_docs/assumptions_latest.pdf) document.
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1. TOTAL TRAFFIC

Traffic increased by 2.4% in August 2014 compared to August
2013.

Continuing a similar trend to June and July, August 2014 saw the
highest August traffic level for the last five years.

Strong overflights and growing internal flights in August 2014
resulted in a 2.4% increase in total traffic compared with August
2013; this was above the high forecast.
With circa 500 additional daily flights between them, Turkey and
Greece were the top contributors to local traffic on the European
network in August. Italy, Spain and UK completed the top five
contributors, with Italy and Spain adding each 160 daily flights and
UK adding 100 daily flights to the network. Canary Islands,
France, Netherlands, Germany, Portugal, Belgium/Luxembourg,
Poland, Switzerland and Croatia were the other countries adding
more than 25 daily flights to the network. Norway lost circa 50
daily flights in August 2014.
Traffic in Ukraine decreased by 252 fewer daily flights in August,
accounting for a fall of 41% in the state local traffic. Overflights
decreased by 62% compared to August 2013. The overall traffic
decrease in Ukraine was 55%. Re-routings resulting from the
crisis in Ukraine led to ongoing increased overflights for Bulgaria
(+31%), Turkey (+27%), Romania (+22%) and Slovakia (18.6%)
whereas overflights for Moldova decreased by 48% compared to
August 2013. The traffic decline in Ukraine had a significant
impact outside Europe, with European traffic to and from the
Russian Federation decreasing by almost 7% in August 2014 (vs
August 2013) whereas it was up 12% in the beginning of this year.
The Russian Federation is still the biggest European partner
outside Europe with circa 600 departures per day, ahead of the
United States with circa 480 departures per day in August 2014.

This graph shows the variation in average daily traffic for the last
12-month period relative to previous 12-months.
The average daily traffic from September 2013 to August 2014
was 1.6% higher than the average from September 2012 to
August 2013.
The trend shows a continuous recovery in traffic that dates back
to April 2013.

(cont.) Charter was the weakest of the market segments and was
down 1.9% compared to August 2013. Low-cost was the only
segment with a sustained growth of 6.7% in August 2014. The
Business Aviation segment decreased from -1.1% in July to 0.5% in August. The Traditional Scheduled and All-Cargo
segments were both up 1% compared to August last year.
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For more information on EUROCONTROL Forecasts, go to http://www.eurocontrol.int/articles/forecasts
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Local traffic: domestic flights, international arrivals/departures; excluding overflights.
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Eight of the top 10 airports recorded positive traffic growth compared to August 2013. The largest traffic increases in August 2014
were at Istanbul Sabiha Gokcen, Athens, London Luton, Brussels National, Lisbon, Ibiza, London Stansted and Istanbul Ataturk
airports. The largest decreases in traffic were at Lyon Saint Exupery, Bergen Flesland, Praha Ruzyne, Edinburgh, Marseille Provence
and Warsaw Chopin airports.
Eight of the top 10 aircraft operators had more traffic compared to August 2013. Overall, the operators with the highest traffic growth
were Germanwings, Aegean Airlines, Vueling, Wizz Air, Pegasus, Norwegian Air Shuttle, Qatar Airways, Sunexpress and Monarch
airlines. Lufthansa, Flybe, Aeroflot Russian and LOT Polish Airlines recorded the highest traffic reduction compared to August 2013,
with Aeroflot Russian affected by the Ukrainian crisis and Flybe affected by fleet downsizing.
Turkish Airlines continues to see increases in flights following the growth of its fleet. Changes in domestic operations from Istanbul
Sabiha Gokcen with its SunExpress subsidiary operating flights under the THY callsign have also contributed to this increase. The
transfer of certain Lufthansa flights to Germanwings and from Olympic to Aegean Airlines accounts for variations seen in these
carriers. Pegasus continued to record an increase in flights compared to August 2013 following an increase in fleet size.
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Ongoing traffic decline in Ukraine (since March 2014) accelerated further following the crash of MH17 on 17 July. Traffic avoiding Ukrainian
airspace influenced the neighbouring ACCs (Sofia, Ankara, Bratislava and Bucharest ACCs) which had significant increases, while traffic
reduced in Chisinau, Kiev and Yerevan ACCs.
Malta ACC traffic reduced by 17.4% as a result of the closure of the Libyan airspace in mid-July.
Skopje ACC traffic continued to grow, following the re-opening of the Kosovo KFOR sector in April 2014.
Due to airspace re-sectorisation in June 2014, Milano ACC traffic increased by 45.5% while Roma ACC decreased by 17.5% and Brindisi ACC
by 3.7% compared to August 2013.
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2. ATFM DELAY AND ATTRIBUTIONS

Total ATFM delays in August 2014 increased by 98.1%
compared to August 2013.

En-route ATFM delays increased by 77.5% and airport ATFM
delays increased by 145.8% compared to August 2013.

The 12-month rolling trend of ATFM delay is positive for the first
time in recent months. This reflects the higher level of delays,
particularly since April 2014.

En-route capacity (ATC) (36.8%), airport weather (16.8%),
airport capacity (15.2%), en-route weather (10.3%) and enroute staffing (9.8%) contributed 89% of ATFM delay in
August.

These are the top 20 delay generating locations for the reporting month with respect to total ATFM delays. Figures are the average daily
delays in minutes for the individual locations.













Athens ACC had the highest delays in August mainly due to en-route staffing (ATC) issues and en-route capacity (ATC);
Istanbul Ataturk airport was strongly affected by airport weather (thunderstorms), airport capacity and events (Victory Day
celebration rehearsals and flypast on the 24, 28, 30 and 31 August);
Istanbul Sabiha Gokcen generated delays due to airport capacity and thunderstorms;
Barcelona, Marseille, Reims, Warsaw and Makedonia ACCs generated delays mainly due to en-route capacity (ATC) and
thunderstorms;
Brest and Canarias ACCs recorded en-route capacity (ATC) delays;
Marseille, Zagreb and Bratislava ACCs had en-route staffing (ATC) delays;
Karlsruhe ACC was strongly affected by seasonal weather (thunderstorms) and en-route staffing throughout the month;
Nicosia ACC generated significant delays mainly as a result of airspace restrictions due to Israeli military operations;
Frankfurt (thunderstorms), London Heathrow (strong winds) and Palma de Mallorca (fog) airports were impacted by weather;
Amsterdam and Iraklion airports generated capacity-related delays;
Environmental constraints at Zurich airport continued to cause delays.
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3. EN-ROUTE ATFM DELAYS
EN-ROUTE ATFM DELAY PER LOCATION

These are the top 20 en-route delay generating locations for the reporting month with respect to total ATFM delays. Figures
are the average daily delays in minutes for the individual locations.
The top 20 en-route delay locations generated 56% of the monthly total (network) ATFM delay.
The top 5 en-route delay locations generated 28.6% of the monthly total (network) ATFM delay.
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EN-ROUTE ATFM DELAY PER DELAY GROUP
En-route delays accounted for 62.7% of all ATFM delays. Most of
this delay was caused by ATC capacity, weather and ATC staffing
issues as explained in detail below. The other causes were:


En-route capacity in Nicosia ACC as a result of airspace
restrictions due to Israeli military operations.



En-route disruptions (ATC) in Bodo ACC on 3 August due to a
computer failure, Stockholm ACC due to a radar problem on 12
August, Bordeaux ACC due to frequency problem on 26 August
and Madrid ACC due to FDPS and frequency failure on 30
August.



En-route disruptions delays in Ankara ACC until 8 August due to
increased separation on the Iraqi border, with the ATFM
restriction being cancelled from 10 August; Marseille ACC on 17
August due to technical problems; Zagreb ACC on 26 August
due to equipment (non-ATC) problems generated by network
connectivity issues.

Barcelona, Reims, Warsaw, Marseille, Zagreb and Athens ACCs
recorded the highest en-route capacity (ATC) delays. Barcelona,
Reims, Marseille and Athens ACCs increased significantly
compared to the previous month while delays in Warsaw, Brest and
Nicosia ACCs decreased. Zagreb, Canarias and Bratislava ACCs
entered the top 10.

En-route weather delays occurred mainly in Karlsruhe and Zagreb
ACCs due to seasonal weather (thunderstorms).

En-route staffing (ATC) delays occurred mainly in Athens ACC.

An average of 906 flights per day received an en-route delay of at
least 15 mins in August 2014. The corresponding figure for August
2013 was 499 flights.
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EN-ROUTE ATFM DELAY PER FLIGHT

These are the top 20 average en-route delay per flight generating locations for the reporting month with respect to total
ATFM delays. Figures are the average en-route delay per flight in minutes for the individual locations.
Nicosia ACC recorded the highest average en-route delay per flight in August 2014 as a result of airspace restrictions due to Israeli
military operations, en-route capacity (ATC) and en-route staffing (ATC).
Athens ACC recorded the second highest en-route delay per flight due to en-route staffing (ATC) and en-route capacity (ATC).
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EN-ROUTE ATFM DELAY YEAR-TO-DATE

These are the top 20 en-route delay locations for 2014 with respect to the total ATFM delay. Figures are the average daily enroute delay in minutes for the individual locations.
The top 20 en-route delay locations generated 58.7% of the total ATFM (network) delay.
The top 5 en-route delay locations generated 30.9% of the total ATFM (network) delay.

Reporting month: In August, the average en-route delay per flight
in the NM area was 1.04 min/flt, which is above the corresponding
monthly guideline* value of 0.75 min/flt.

An average of 518 flights per day had an ATFM delay of at least
15 minutes during the reported period. The corresponding figure in
August 2013 was 371 flights per day.

Year to date: The average en-route delay per flight in the NM area
in 2014 to date is 0.72 min/flt which is above the corresponding
guideline value of 0.52 min/flt.

*

NM’s calculation that provides the guideline en-route delay (min) requirements to achieve the annual target (0.5 min/flight).
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4. AIRPORT/TMA ATFM DELAYS
AIRPORT/TMA ATFM DELAY PER LOCATION

The top 20 Airport/TMA delay locations generated 32.1% of the monthly total ATFM (network) delay.
The top 5 Airport/TMA delay locations generated 20.2% of the monthly total ATFM (network) delay.

AIRPORT/TMA ATFM DELAY PER DELAY GROUPS

Airports accounted for 37.3% of all ATFM delays in August 2014,
mainly due to weather and airport capacity constraints.

Seasonal weather (thunderstorms) impacted particularly Istanbul
Ataturk, Frankfurt, London Heathrow and Istanbul Sabiha Gokcen
airports.

Istanbul Sabiha Gokcen, Istanbul Ataturk and Palma de Mallorca
airports recorded high capacity delays in August. Limited
availability of the optimum runway configuration due to
environmental constraints at Zurich airport continues to generate
delays. Greek Island airports recorded delays due to traffic
increase. NM is working in close cooperation with Greek
authorities and ANSP to mitigate the impact.

A reduction in airport capacity due to the security situation
resulted in Tel Aviv/Ben Gurion airport generating the highest
airport capacity (ATC) delays in August 2014.
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AIRPORT/TMA ATFM DELAY PER FLIGHT

Average airport/TMA delay per flight increased from 0.26 min/flt in
August 2013 to 0.62 min/flt in August 2014.

Mikonos, Chania (Crete) and Istanbul Ataturk airports had the
highest delay per flight in August 2014, followed by Iraklion (Crete),
Zurich and Palma de Mallorca airports.

AIRPORT/TMA ATFM DELAY YEAR-TO-DATE

The top 20 Airport/TMA delay locations generated 27.1% of the total ATFM (network) delay in 2014.
The top 5 Airport/TMA delay locations generated 15.2% of the total ATFM (network) delay in 2014.

5. DAILY EVOLUTION
In August 2014, there were eight days with an
average delay per flight at or above 2 minutes.
Adverse seasonal weather particularly affected
Karlsruhe, Reims, Paris, Zagreb and Maastricht
ACCs, together with Istanbul Ataturk, Istanbul Sabiha
Gokcen, Frankfurt, London Heathrow airports on the
days in question.
Sunday 2, Monday 3 August: En-route capacity
(ATC) in Barcelona, Warsaw, Reims and Marseille
ACCs. Istanbul Ataturk airport generated airport
capacity delays. Bodo ACC generated significant
delays due to a computer failure.
Between Thursday 7 and Sunday 10 August: Enroute capacity (ATC) delays in Marseille, Barcelona,
Athens, Reims, Warsaw and Zagreb ACCs. Athens
and Marseille ACCs encountered staffing issues.
Saturday 16 August: En-route capacity (ATC) delays
particularly in Bratislava, Barcelona, Warsaw, Reims,
Zagreb and Maastricht ACCs. Palma de Mallorca
generated significant delay due to airport capacity and
weather issues.
Saturday 30 August: En-route capacity (ATC) delays
in Barcelona and Brest ACCs. An FDPS and
frequency failure in Madrid ACC caused high delays.
Palma de Mallorca and Istanbul Sabiha Gokcen
generated delays due to airport capacity.
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6. ALL AIR TRANSPORT DELAYS (Source: CODA)

Average departure delay/flight (min)

This section presents the all air transport delay situation as seen from the airlines by using the data collected by Central Office for
Delay Analysis (CODA) from the airlines. Data coverage is 60% of the commercial flights in the ECAC region for July 2014. ATFM
delays reported by airlines may be lower than the NM calculated ATFM delays due to difference in methods: ATFM delays of NM
are the (flight) planned “delays”; the airlines report the “actual” experienced ATFM delay on departure. For instance, a flight with
an ATFM delay may also have a handling delay absorbed within the ATFM delay. For the airline, a part of this delay is the ATFM
delay and the rest is the handling delay.

Breakdown average delay per flight July 2014
14
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Based on airline data, the average departure delay
per flight from “All Causes” was 12.5 minutes per
flight; this was an increase of 26% in comparison to
9.9 minutes per flight in July 2013. Within all air
transport delays, en-route ATFM delays were 0.6
minutes/flight in July 2014. Primary delays counted for
54% (or 6.8 min/flt) of which 0.6 min/flight was
attributed to en-route ATFM delays, with reactionary
delays representing the remaining share of 46% at
(5.7 min/flt).
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Further analysis of airline data shows that the
average en-route ATFM delay was 0.6 minutes per
flight. This was 45% lower than the NM reported
average en-route ATFM delay of 1.1 minutes per
flight.

Average reactionary delay per flight (CODA)
Average delay per flight Other Primary delay All Causes (CODA)
Average ATFM en‐route delay per flight (CODA)
Average ATFM en‐route delay per flight (NM reported)
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The percentage of flights subject to long ATFM
restrictions (those exceeding 15 & 30 minutes) saw
increases. Flights with restrictions exceeding 15
minutes increased by 1.4 percentage points to 4.2%
(the detail shows a split between 1.3% caused by
airport arrival and 2.8% by en-route ATFM
restrictions). The percentage of flights delayed from
all-causes (exceeding 15 minutes) increased by 4.5
percentage points to 21.7% and those (exceeding 30
minutes) increased by 2.5 points to 10.5%.
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7. ATFM SLOT ADHERENCE

In August 2014, the departures percentages for both the early
and late departures increased compared to the previous month.
On yearly basis, the early departure percentage shows a slight
decrease while the late departure percentage stayed the same

The chart below shows the airports that have more than 300 regulated flights during the month with their average daily number and
proportion of regulated flights that departed outside of the Slot Tolerance Window (STW). Any airport above the red line is noncompliant with the threshold (20%). Those airports with a significant number of departures outside the slot tolerance window can reduce
network predictability.

8. SIGNIFICANT EVENTS AND ISSUES
PLANNED EVENTS
Network:


NM was on ‘pre-alert’ between 24 and 25 August in response to the potential eruption of the Bárðarbunga volcano and
the escalation of the aviation alert status to red.

ACCs:
Langen ACC - implementation of stripless system (PSS) in EBG 05 and 06 sector families.
Planned:

Training to operate PSS on EBG 05 was started in April and continued throughout August with no impact estimated;

Operational weekend on the new system planned between for 29 and 31 August with possible capacity reductions of
20%;

Training to operate PSS on EBG 06 started in July and continued throughout August with no impact estimated.
Actual:

Operational weekend in EBG 05 sector family executed as planned, but with no delay generated;

PSS training for both sector families generated 1028 minutes of delay in August, which represented 10% of total delay
generated by Langen ACC during the same period.
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Airports:
Special events:

Marseille - Commemoration of the 70th Anniversary of Provence Landings on 13 August and air show in the Bay of
Marseille on 17 August; minor delays during both events recorded;

Madrid Barajas – Commemoration of the 6th Anniversary of the loss of Spainair flight 5022 on 20 August; minor delays
recorded;

Istanbul Ataturk - Victory Day; Preparations for the event caused delays on 24 August (930 minutes) and 28 August
(10,748 minutes); the event generated 2,328 mins of delay on 30 August and 4,205 mins of delay on 31 August.
Local plans in August:
A number of airports undertook infrastructure and technical system improvement work during August. These on-going
improvements had at most a minor impact on local airport operations.







Amsterdam Schiphol, Barcelona, Bergamo, Bologna, Dublin, Frankfurt, Gran Canaria, Helsinki, Katowice, Copenhagen,
Krakow Balice, London Heathrow, Oslo Gardermoen, Paris CDG, Rome Fiumicino, Stuttgart, Warsaw Chopin and
Zurich – Maneuvering area (runway, taxiways and/or apron) improvements;
Bergen, Gran Canaria, Krakow Balice, Munich, Nurnberg and Warsaw Chopin – Terminal building(s) improvements;
Dusseldorf and Valencia – ILS maintenance;
Dublin – Minimum departure intervals reduction trials;
Katowice – Construction of a new runway;
Belgrade – PBN implementation (RNP APCH based on GNSS approach).

DISRUPTIONS
Technical






Bodo ACC – Computer system failure on 3 August generated a delay of 3,737 mins;
Stockholm ACC – Unserviceability of the main radar on 12 August reduced coverage below 5,000ft, with additional
instability generated by an unstable back up radar which generated a total delay of 7,939 mins;
Marseille ACC – Technical problems with the flight data processing system on 17 August prompted a 10% capacity
reduction resulting in 2,488 mins of delay;
Bordeaux ACC – Frequency problems on 26 August prevented the use of the optimum sector configuration resulting in
9,924 mins of delay;
Madrid ACC – FDPS failure on 30 August along with frequency problems generated 7,300 mins of delay and resulted in
uneven loading on the south west axis. Brest and Barcelona ACCs experienced significantly higher than expected levels
of traffic when the regulations were cancelled resulting in the application of unforeseen protective ATFCM measures
which generated an estimated additional 8,000 mins of delay for both Brest and Barcelona ACCs.

Industrial Actions


Industrial action by Germanwings pilots on 29 August 2014 resulted in 26% of flights being cancelled.

Other








Zagreb ACC – Operating at 90% capacity during first half of August due to power failure at end-July. Reduced
availability of sectors due to associated staffing issue also affected the ACC throughout the month. Additionally, network
connectivity issues on 26 August caused a lack of confidence in the ATFCM traffic load monitoring and triggered
ATFCM measures resulting in 2,795 mins of delay;
London/Heathrow airport – Incident to an aircraft on departure on 2 August resulted in an arrival regulation which
generated 1,110 mins of delay due to additional air holding;
London/Heathrow airport – Planned 15% flight reduction programme and application of ATFCM measures due to
forecast poor weather was implemented on 11 August 2014;
Application of mandatory departure routes for flights operating Tel Aviv/Ben Gurion airport and departing via Nicosia
ACC between 11 and 28 August introduced additional traffic complexity in the region;
Skiathos airport – Reduced capacity due to disabled aircraft occupying a stand on the 16 August (864 mins of Airport
Capacity delay);
Frankfurt/Main airport – Disposal of a World War II bomb found near airport on 19 August caused 4,251 minutes of delay
and air holding in excess of 60 minutes.
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9. NM ADDED VALUE
RRP DIRECT DELAY SAVINGS

FLIGHTS WITH DELAY > 30’

In August 2014, NM proposed alternative routes to an average
of 36 flights per day of which 21 were accepted. This saved 888
minutes of daily delay at a cost of 141 extra nautical miles.

The number of flights that had more than 30 mins of ATFM
delay increased from 165 flts/day in August 2013 to 407 flts/day
in August 2014.

This graph shows the actual daily averages for the previous 13
months period:

54.8% of flights with more than 30 mins of ATFM delay in
August 2014 were en-route and 45.2% were airport:
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